"Missing In Action"

Service Flag Changed

<&ht

According to latest reports from
"Uncle" J. H. Woodward, Alumni Secretary, the records show 29
Clemson men "missing in action," and 9 "prisoners of war."
Number of Clemson men liberated from Japanese and German
prison camps, according- to news
releases by the War Department
«r official notification received
from parents, 51.

The Clemson service flag now
has 5970 names of Clemson men
in the service and 324 gold stars
denoting Clemson men killed.
The old figures were 5597 men
in the service and 313 men killed. The totals here are changed
for each issue.
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Roy Cohen Selects Four Cadets For Gamma Alpha Mu Fraternity
NATIONALLY KNOWN AUTHOR
SPONSORS WRITERS' FRAT
Four cadets have been selected
for membership in Gamma Alpha
Mu, Honor English fraternity for
writers, by Octavus Roy Cohen,
sponsor of the organization andv
i sole judge of material submitted.
Founded at Clemson in 1933, the
fraternity established a Beta
chapter at the Citadel in 1941.
New members are H. F. Frier > son, Pre-Med '46, of Union; Wylie
Hogue, IE '45, of Camden; Elden
Jones, Pre-Med '47, of Salley. and
J. O. Lewis, Chem. '47, of Marion,
who left Clemson in April '45.
1 Last year Wylie Hogue wrote Talk!
of the Town, and J. O. Lewis was
serving as editor when he left,
school. H. F. Frierson was edito»
for a short time last year and
will be Sports Editor this year;
Elden Jones writes editorials.
Gamma Alpha Mu pins will be
awarded to each of these men in
the near future. In accepting the
beautiful $15 pin, a new-member
pledges himself to donate one to
some lucky candidate of the future. Records of members and
their donations are kept by Prof.
John D. Lane, faculty advisor and
co-folmder with the late Dr. Sikes
of the fraternity.
,
Among distinguished members
of the fraternity are the late Ben
Robertson, author of three books
and numerous Saturday Evening
Post articles; Wright Bryan, editor of the Atlanta Journal and
first to broadcast an eye-witness
account,of the Invasion of Europe;
Frank Jeter, agricultural editor of
North Carolina State College;
Harper Gault of the Rock Hill
Herald and now in the U. S. Navy;
J. B. Hall; editor of the Anderson
Daily Mail; T. F. "Hank" Acker,
of the Anderson Independent; Lt.
Col. Harry S. Ashmore, winner of
the famous Nieman Fellowship at
Harvard, former political writer
for the Greenville News, and now
with the War Department in
Washington; Lt. George Chaplin,
also winner of the Nieman Fellowship in Journalism at Harvard,
editor of the PACIFICAN, published for the armed forces in the
Pacific theater, and former city
editor of the Greenville Piedmont; J. C. Wilkinson, author of
(Continued on Page Four)

Maji. F. W. Lee Gets
Legion Of Merit Metal
Major Frank W. Lee Jr., C. E.
'31, of Spartanburg, was recently awarded the Legion of Merit
Medal for exceptionally meritorious conduct in the performance of outstanding services is
Sicily and Italy. He served with
the Fifth Army as executive officer of the 178th Field Artillery
Battalion.
Before entering active service
he was a salesman for Montgomery and Crawford Incorporated, Spartanburg.

Homecoming Changed
To December First,
Wake Forest Game
Alumni
Secretary, J. H
Woodward, announces that the
annual Homecoming game has
been changed from November
10 to December 1.
Authorities, he states, have
found it advisable because of
crowded
conditions,
labor
shortages in the dining halls,
and the added fact that the
Upper South Carolina Methodist Conference will be in session at Clemson the week of
Nov. 10. Homecoming day, then
will be on the day the Tigers
play Wake Forest—December
1.
The class of 1929 is having
its twenty-fifth class reunion
on this date, and full attendance
is expected.
Veterans home from the war
are urged to be at Clemson for
this game and get-together of
Clemson men. Mr. Woodward
premises that everything possible will be done to make it
a happy occasion.

j

Col. Hugh Dumas

Col. Dumas Released
From Jap Prison
Colonel Hugh Dumas, popular
instructor in military science at
Clemson prior to the outbreak of
hostilities, has reached the States
aiter his release from a Jap Prison
Camp.
Colonel Dumas, who was a
prisoner with General Wainwright, is now hospitalized at Lederman General Hospital in California, and at an early date will
be sent to Arlington Hospital, at
Hot Springs, Arkansas. Colonel
and Mrs. Dumas are expected to
visit Clemson soon.

Lieut. Horton
Killed in N.C.
Lt. (jg) C. C. Horton, Jr., PreMed '38, of Pendleton, was killed
instantly Wednesday night when
the car he was driving hit the
rear of a wagon and swerved across the road into the path of an
oncoming bus near Clinton, N. C.
He was enroute from Camp LeJeune to Feyetteville where r.e
was to meet his wife and his sister, Miss Jennie Lou Horton who
left Wednesday to meet Lt. Horton there.
J. T. Honeycutt, who was driving the wagon, was unhurt. Occupants of the bus escaped wth minor cuts and bruises. Lt. Horton's
automobile was demolished and
the bus was considerably damaged.
Lt. Horton was a graduate of
Emory University Medical School
and was serving as an interne at
a Charleston hospital when he entered the Navy four months ago.
Besides his wife, parents and
sister, one brother, Thomas survives. He is studying dentistryin
Atlanta.
The body is being brought back
for funeral and burial, and is expected to arrive in Pendleton some
time this afternoon. Funeral arrangements will be announced later by the McDougald-Bleckley
Mortuary.

Capt, Marion Russell Lawton,
G. S. '40, of Garnett, who had
been a prisoner of the Japanese
since the fall of the Philippines,
has been released to the American authorities In Japan. A
letter from Capt. Lawton to his
mother, Mrs. Burton S. Lawton,
written the day after he was released, follows:
Tinseu, Korea
Sept. 8th, 1945
Dear Folks:
Thank God it's over. At the
present time my health is fairly
well. Have suffered all the
diseases of malnutrition, but am
now on the road to recovery.
The Camp (where we have been
since April) has been better
than former ones. You can believe i all the stories you have
heard about the Japs, the dogs.
They have been mean to us—
But let's drop it for the present.
Three American Officers came in
today—Gee! they looked good.
The 7th Division lands here tomorrow. We leave for Manila
next day. Leave there for the
good old U. S. about the 20th.,
Will keep you posted. You
won't be able to get a letter to
me in Manila because I won't be
there long enough.
Meanwhile I'd like for you to
prepare a letterr telling me
about the condition and where
abouts of all the members of
the family—Deaths, births, marriages, etc. The last letter I received was dated some time in
1943, so you see I am' way behind the times.
I am so happy, and excited
that I can hardly think. God
bless America and you. My love
to all the folks.
Ever devotedly,
MANNY
The following cable came from
Paul Lawton,- Manny's brother:
"Met Manny and staying with
him. His health is good and he
looks fine. Weighs 150."

The Cadet Corps presented a
special parade Friday evening
August 31, at 6 o'clock in honor
of the memory of First Lt. William Clayton Dillard, 1943 premedicine graduate, who was
killed in action in Germany.
Following the parade Col. W. A.
Cunningham awarded the Bronze
Star medal to Lt. Dillard posthumously. The medal was accepted by Lt. Dillard's wife, Mrs.
William R. Dillard of Six Mile.
The War Department citation
stated that the Bronze star was
poshumously awarded to Lt. Dillard "for heroic ac-nievement in
action against the enemy in
Germany on Dec. 12, 1944.

Leitner Dies In Jap
Prison Feb. 17,1944
Capt. Henry D. Leitner, T. E.
'37, of Anderson, died in the
Philippines last February 17. He
was captured by the Japanese
when Bataan fell early in 1942.
No details of his death were immediately available.
Capt. Leitner was connected
Maj. Gen. Floyd L. Parks, M. E. & E. E '18, of Greenville, with Sirrine and Company of
who visited at Ciemson recently; has been awarded the Disting- Greenville, after his graduation,
uished Service Medal for his contributions to the success of the as a textile Engineer.
Allied Airborne Army attack across the Rhine river in- Germany.
He received the medal SaturNATIVE OF KENTUCKY
day from Gen. Jalob L. Devers
After a year as assistant comcommanding general of the Army mander if the 69th Infantry DiMarine Capt. William C. Law,
Ground forces, is a ceremony at vision, General Parks went overthe Pentagon building.
seas in June, 1944, to become G. S. '40, of HartsviUe has reGeneral Parks is on tempor- chief of staff of Headquarters, ceived the Bronze Star Medal for
ary duty in Washington, pending Combined Airborne forces, in the meritorious service in connection
with operations against the enehis return to Berlin, where he is European theater.
The followcommanding general of the First ing month he became chief of my while serving as a Battalion
Intelligence Officer with a MaAirborne Army and commander staff,
First ' Allied Airborne
of American forces in the Berlin Army, the assignment in which rine Division on Iwo Jima.
Landing with the Battalion Redistrict.
he won the Distinguished Serv- connaissance Party in the face of
After units of his command ice medal.
concentrated small arms and
had penetrated far into the heart
A native of Louisville, Ky., mortar fire, Cap! Law unhesof Germany, General Parks con- General Parks entered the Army
itantly carried out his mission
ducted the original conferences as a private in 1918. He quickly
with the Russians prior to the became an officer and was as- without regard for his own safePotsdam conference and
had signed to what was to become the ty.
Capt Law also took part in the
charge of the conference area original tank outfit, in which
for American forces. With rep- he was associated with Gen. invasions and ' battles of Rio,
resentatives of England, France George Pattbn and Ge. Dwight Namour, Saipan, and Tinian.
and Russia, he comprises the Al- Eisenhower, who was his battallied "kimmasdatur" ruling the ion commander. He is an auBerlin area.
thority on mechanical warfare
The Berlin district commander
and military operations.
is well known is Washington,
Mrs. Parks and their children
having been called there in
March, 1942, to serve as deputy have been making their home at
chief of staff of headquarters, 707 Broad street, Elizabeth, JM. J.
In addition to the D. S. M.,
Army Ground forces, at the time
the present major commands of General Parks has the Legion
the Army were established. He of Merit, the Bronze Star, the
became a G. F. chief of staff in Air Medal, the Paraguayan decoJune of that year, succeeding, ration Abdon Calderon, and the
General Mark W. Clark, Fifth Polish-Polonia Restituta is the
Army commander, in that posi- degree of Commander of the
Cross.
tion.

Capt. W. C. Law
Receives Bronze Star

C. D. A. ANNOUNCES "RAT HOP"
SATURDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 13
Capt. Sidney A. Murphy, of
Pendleton, has been awarded the
Bronze Star "for keeping several
companies supplied with food,
ammunition, clothes and medical
supplies." He was serving in Eastern France and Western Germany
at the. time.

DR. P00LE WRITES
During the war no attempt was
made to write personal letters to
our 6,000 Clemson men in the service. However, personal letters
were written to the parents of the
320 men who paid the supreme
sacrifice, to the wounded, and to
those receiving promotions and decorations whenever such news came
to our attention.
The Tiger has not been published as of'i 3n as in normal times but
it has bern devoted almost exclusively to our men in service.
Money that formerly supported
'Taps", which has not been published since 1943, has been used in
getting The tiger out. We were
certain that you would get a greater thrill from reading a copy of
The Tiger than from a formal letter. The last issue was sent to your
parents because we thought they

Lt W, C. Dillard Many Veterans Enroll For Fall
Semester; Freshmen Outnumber
Posthumously
Upperclassmen Over Two To One
Honored Here
, Clemson Opened its 52nd year last week with the registra-

Manny Lawton
s Safe; Looks
7
Ivine; Weighs 150

would have your latest address and
could forward the paper to you.
The YMCA News Notes likewise
expressed our interest in keeping
you in touch with your friends at
home and in the various parts of
the world. Our difficulties can be
fully appreciated by those of you
who moved often and were many
times in places where no newspaper could reach you. Having
served in the. last world war, being
overseas for 17 months, I encouraged the plan which we followed because I thought it, was the
best way of getting news to you
and of keeping your interest in
Clemson alive.
There are 127 veterans enrolled
for this session. They range in age
from 20 to 50 years. Many of them
are above 25. As it should be, age
(Continued On Page 4)

W. C. McElreath, President of
the Central Dance Association, has
announced that the "Rat Hop"
will be held on Saturday night,
October 13. The,dance will be informal and will be only a one
night dance. It is to last from 8 to
12 o'clock.
Music for the dance will be
furnished by a thirteen piece band
from Camp Croft. The leader of
this band formerly arranged for

Two Bronze Stars
Awarded To Lt. Ross
Lt. R. D. Ross, G. S., '40-43, of
Gaffney has been awarded two
Bronze Stars "for heroic action
in Luxembourg during the period
of December and January."
Dean Ross has advanced in
grade more quickly than any
other Cherokee county man in
the army. He entered the army
as a private less than a year ago.
He was promoted to sergeant,
and staff sergeant, and was
awarded a battlefield commission as a second lieutenant.
Since then he has been promoted"
to first lieutenant. He was stationed with the 317th Inf. in
Germany. He is the son of Mrs.
Fannie G. Ross and the late W.
"H. Ross of Gaffney.

Jimmy Dorsey, and several of the
members have played for big name
bands.
Admission for all will be $2.00,
and there will not be any flowers
given.
This dance is especially for the
freshmen—to get them acquainted
with Clemson dances, to give them
a chance to have their girls up,
and to meet others. Upon the success of this dance largely depends
the number of dances sponsored
by the CDA this year.
The dance roster will go up
Monday morning, and invitations
will be given out that day.

Burton Enters Japan
Before Surrender
Major William J. Burton, EE,
'34, of 409 Vivtovia St., Greensboro, N. C, was among the first
American troops to enter Japan
before the surrender.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. W. Burton, Seneca, S. C.
Before entering the service he
was employed as an engineer for
the Duke Power Co., Greensboro,
N. C.
Major Burton is an assistant
Ordnance Officer on the staff of
Lt. Gen. Robert L. Eichelberger,
Eighth Army Commander.

Capt. W. C. Law

Townsend New
Baptist Sect.
Mr. Harold Townsend, of Durham, N. C, arrived in Clemson, S.
C, on September 1 to take up his
duties as Baptist Student Secretary of Clemson College. This position was vacated when Rev. Harold Cole accepted the call to become pastor of the Clemson College Baptist Church. Mr. Townsend is the son of Mrs. H. L.
Townsend and the late Mr. Townsend of Fayetteville, N. C. He attended the Fayetteville public
schools and in 1940 entered Wake
Forest College, Wake Forest, N.
C, where he graduated in 1943.
While at Wake Forest he was
President of the Wake Forest Baptist Student Union and a member
of the Omicorn Delta Deppa, national leadership fraternity. His
name also appears among the
Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities.
While at Wake Forest, Mr. Town(Continued On Page Four)

tion of regular ROTC cadets showing an increase over last
year of over 300, which indicates that Clemson is gradually returning to peace time* status.
There are 135 veterans enrolled for "this semester and
more are arriving every day. The majority of these students
are taking advantage of the G. I. Bill of Rights ©r the Vocational Rehabilitation Program.
A total of 719 are enrolled in
the freshman class. Of this number 475 are new students wh«
entered this semester and the remaining 244 are students who
entered in June and July. This
is the largest freshman class
since 1942 which
numbered
around 900.
Old students and second semester freshmen numbering 519
matriculated
Wednesday
and
Thursday making the total enrollment for the semester 999.
To supplement the regular R
OTC student body are 494 army
students. Some of these are in
the Enlisted Reserve Corps and
others in the Anmy Specialized
Training Program.
Out of the new freshmen class
330 are taking engineering malting a total of 600 engineering students who are registered for this
Hugh
Brown
semester. Approximately 450 of
these are registered in Civil Mechanical, Electrical, Chemical and
Architechural Engineering, and
150 in Agricultural and Textile
Engineering.
All new students matriculated
on Monday, and en Tuesday
Dr. Hugh M. Bnjwn, who, pri- morning they were addressed by
Continued on page four
or to a twenty seven month
leave of absence, was Dean of
Physics, has returned to the
Clemson Faculty as Dean of the
Textile School. The announcement was made on September
27, by President Robert FrankThe award of the Oak Leaf
lin Poole.
Cluster to the Bronze Star Medal
Dr. Brown, a member of the was announced recently for Ma.Clemson faculty since 1927 and jor John R. Lisles, C .E. '40, who
former head of the physics de- has been serving as maintenance
partment here, has returned to officer for the Ordnance Section,
the campus following a 27- Headquarters, Seventh Army.
month leave of absence to work
The Major, who was "commiswith a British-Canadian-Ameri- sioned in June of 1940, has servcan radar project devoted to the ed in Algeria, Sieily, Ita^r,
development of navigational aids. France, and Germany.
Professor Robert K. Eaton, has
A resident of 542 Lamar Avebeen acting head of the textile nue, Charlotte, North Carolina,
department since February 1943. the major attended Clemson Col"Dr. Brown's appointment was lege where he received a dein part prompted by the realiza- gree in Civil Engineering. His
tion that the development of a brother, J. S. Liles, C. E. '49 is
broader general education for now attending Clemson.
textile students is necessary in
the expanding textile field." Dr.
Poole stated.
"The rapid development of natural' and synthetic fibre demands that students be more thoroughly inLt. Colonel Carl C. Neely, M.
structed in the values of these
E. '30, of Rock Hill, has been seproducts. We are confident that
lected to attend the Officers ReDr. Brown will coordinate the
fresher Course of the Field Arlines of education which will tillery School at Fort Sill, Oklaplace the Clemson School of homa. He is a veteran of servTektiles in a most satisfactory
ice in France and central Garposition
in
the
educational many.
world."
A native of Nebraska, Dr.
Brown received his undergraduate and master's degree from
the University of Denver and
was awarded his Ph.D degree by
the University of California.
Now don't go xo sleep on me
As former head of the Clemson physics department, he de- while I am telling you an interveloped a teaching staff and in- esting story.
—Major Martin.
structional facilities, including
the construction of much teach1
Nice, clean, cut lines.
ing apparatus, which enabled the
—D. Hodge.
strength of the Clemson depart* * *
ment of physics to become recBy golly, we gotta do someognized throughout the South.
thing about that now.
—Big Ben Goodale.
» * *
I think that I know an emergency when I see it.
Marine
Capt.
Wesley
M.
—"Chief" Paschall.
* * *
Platt, Chemistry '35, of Summerville, one of the defenders of
Stand up until you think yeu
Wake Island, has been flown to can stay awake.
San Francisco from Tokyo after
—Capt. Sriffitn.
nearly four years in Japanese
prisons and is in the naval hosAren't you getting a wee bit
pital for a check-up. He will personal?
soon continue his journey home.
—"Chief" Paschall.
* » *
Captain Platt, son of W. W.
Platt of Summervllle, was in a
Did you boys get enough t«
group of 15 marine and naval of- eat today?
ficers lead by Lt. Colonel James
—Pres. Pool*.
P. S. Devereux, whose 14 day
struggle
against overwhelming
You can get it if you put in
odds was one of the epics of the the hours.
war.
—Pr«f. Stanley.

Dr. Brown New
Dean Of School
Of Textiles

—

■

—

Maj. J. R. Liles Gets
Oak Leaf Cluster

Lt. Col. Neely Goes
To Artillery School

BY .THEIR
—W ords—

Platt, Wake Defender
Free From Jap Prison

,
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In again: Former Ensign C. P.
Exum, of Sumter, who left school
in June '40 to enter the XJ. S.
Navy. He joined the Navy in
August of '42 and became an instructor (navy pilot) in Oklahoma, where he spent the rest of
his wartime days until discharged
recently. He plans to finish his
college education at Clemson.
* * *
Lt. Earl Roberts, EE '43, of Athens, Ga., was a recent visitor on
the campus. He is in charge of
shop work at Aberdeen, Md. Lt.
Roberts mentioned Lt. Kenneth
Cribb, GS '43, who is "an instructor at Aberdeen. At various "bull"
sessions, representative boys from
over the U. S. have come to a decision in their cogitations, he
said: "Education devotes too much
time to methods of making money
and too little to how to live." Lt.
Roberts was an outstanding student leader while at Clemson.
Lt. Cribb was editor of the Tiger
and also an outstanding, student.
* * *
Lt. C. S. McLean, TE '41, of
Greer, Harstville and now Norwich, Conn., paid Clemson a visit
a few weeks ago. He wore the
ETO Ribbon with five campaign
stars, the American Defense Ribbon, the Bronze Star, and the
Combat Infantryman's Medal. Got
his commission at Ft. Benning
and entered service June* '41. Lt.
McLean saw plenty of action in
the European theater of operations.
* * »
Di A. McAdams, who lacks six
hours having credits enough to
graduate, was on the campus last
Thursday with his brother W. N.
McAdams, former Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering. The former was a first lieutenant when given a leave of absence from his duties in the army.
He spent 13 months in Italy with
the First Armored Division, and
two years in the British West Indies with the 434th infantry. He
has the American Theater Ribbon,
the EMAE Ribbon with three battle stars, and the Pre-Pearl Harbor Ribbon. W. N. McAdams,
a retired Ensign of the Navy, will
spend a year in Arizona for his
health.

fa

Capt. Julian Dusenbury, wounded in action in the Pacific theater, is in the U. S. Naval Hospital, Lower 13, Bethesda, Md. His
heroic exploits in the Pacific
theater have been proudly proclaimed in the Clemson, Tiger.
Perhaps this may remind somebody to drop him a line or two.

—that he (Oscar) wants to
see everybody, especially the
freshmen, have dates up for the
next dance,
—that he (Oscar) plans to
ha[ve a date and if he can get ene
anybody ought to be able to get
one.
—that Riley hasn't done enough to write about yet, but he
is going to be watched.
—that it is rumored that Capt.
Ervin is about to get married.
How about a statement, Cap'n?
—that Covington has been a
pretty good boy lately, but he
really can lay down some hard
rules to follow.
—that Brady ain't as much
hell with the women as he thinks
he is.
—Are we going to beat N. C.
State? What did you say, Well
all right then!
"^that he (Oscar) would love
to , have a position like Reasonover's.
—that he would like to know
why Murray dislikes meeting
formations. Nobody else seems
to gripe, Murray.
—that he wonders what happened t0 the buttons that Peschl
was supposed to get this semester.
—Crow certainly gave himself

a lot of authority when Ballenger gave him another diamond.
—that he would like to know
what happened to all of Clemson's Casanovas at the game last
Saturday. Rat Rigoy seemed to
be the only one with a date.
—speaking of dates, she was
right cute.
—If Herr Himmler (Griffin to
you new boys) knows so much
about journalism, he (Oscar)
would ike to know why he stopped publishing his daily criticism sheet which was called the
''Daily Bulletin."
—that Ballenger stayed in
very little when he had two
diamonds. Now that he has three
ne practically never stays in.
—that he (Oscar) is seriously j
thinking about! detailing a Rat to
follow Coleman around just in
case he collapses. Der Colonel
is too little and weaK to carry
that much brass around without
help of some kind.
—that since Rigby has a car
he can really shoot; and if you
don't believe it just ask him.
—that he (Oscar) doesn't think
everybody should have to take
P. T.
. —that he (Oscar) wants to
welcome the new boys and tell
them to watch their step because
he is already os their trail.

Maj. W. G.* Ashmore, TC '33,
of Greenville, has been awarded
the Bronze Star for meritorius
achievement as assistant
and
later as chief of the control
branch, quartermaster section,
Mediterranean theater of operations, U. S. Army. Major Ashmore saw combat at Anzio
beachhead with Fifth Army
headquarters and participated
in the invasion of Southern
WELCOME TO CLEMSON
France with Seventh Army
headquarters.-In addition to
Hiya Fellows! Welcome to Clemson .... glad to see you . . .
the Bronze Star, he wears the
make yourselves at home . . . and all that. This is the lip greeting
American Defense ribbon, and
you are getting on all sides with hearty handclasps and a bit
the Mediterranean Theater ribLt. James C. Epps, Dairy 42, of Kingstree, who was wounded in bon with three campaign stars.
of shoulder pounding. And we mean it every time. But the thing
* * »
action while, serving with the Fourth Infantry Division in Germany,
we find hardest to say is the sentimental stuff that lies closest
has been awarded the Silver Star for gallantry. Lt. Epps, a platoon
Lt. Col. James C. Attaway, TE
leader, was decorated for action near Wascheid, Germany, Sept, 22,
to our hearts and which goes something like this. Clemson,is
'30, formerly of Greenville and
1944.
Fredericksburg, Va., returned to
more than a college; it's a great fraternity that binds her men
It is stated that Lt. Epps led his men under heavy fire and
the U. S. recently from 20 months
together with ties as strong as loyalty, as ancient as the oaks
against strong enemy opposition with coolness and determination
overseas service. He commanded
of purpose. Unaccompanied, he destroyed several enemy machine
that shade the campus and as enduring as faith itself. The duty
the 211th Qm. battalion, a part of
gun emplacements. Lt. Epps actions were in keeping with the
the Third Army,' in Europe. He
of each student is to uphold the high ideals of the college ... to
finest traditions of military set vice.
wears five campaign stars and the
respect her traditions ... to be men of honor. Individually you
Bronze Star with Cluster. His
Said he "I think Clemson is bet- ; he has the ETO Ribbon with five
are each just another student. Collectively you are Clemson and
mother is Mrs. J. P. Attaway, of
ter now than it was when I was battle stars, the Pre-Pearl Harbor
Bishopville.
(to change an old proverb a bit) "No college is any stronger
Ribbon, and the Good Conduct
here before."
than its weakest student." This session we go back to the old
award. He wound up in the Signal
Capt. T. S. Klugh, TE '41, son
Corps.
pre-war Clemson, the end of the war marks the end of the trying
1st. Lt. George M. McMillan, TEns. I. S. Slobodien, Moro Bay by....about a mile ...We were sta- of Prof, and Mrs. W. W. Klugh, of
Clemson, has recently been pro- E '40, of Chattanooga, Tenn., wno
conditions under which we operated during past years and the
tioned in Augsburg, Germany
Cal.:
CMM W. P. Rumph, USN,._ of
moted to his present rank. Soon is now in Berlin winding up nis
in coming students—Veterans, old students and ''rats" will en" Here's another enthusiastic While in the hospital Capt. Mc- after graduation, he entered the work with the Maintenance Bat- Charleston, visited Clemson this
subscriber to the Tiger "if you'll Knight had as efficient and expert Quartermaster Corps and received
joy, the new regime.
talion of the Second Armored Di-, week. He left Tokyo September
be so kind as to recognize it To surgical care as one could have basic training, at the QifarterComing to Clemson is really a "sentimental journey" and
vison, and waiting for a ride back 3, having served on the battleship
anywhere.
He
lived
seven
days—
say I am homesick for Clemson
"Alabama" snce ''42. Says he is
master
Depot
in
Philadelphia.
we are—
would be an understatement.... Seemed that everyone in the During the past sereval months to the States, sent Prof. John Lane entering school in February. He
Lined up to greet you—proud as can be—
The Tiger will no doubt renew the battalion went to see him as often Lt. Klugh has been stationed in a souvenir card used by Hitler was a GS junior when he left
nostalgia at every glance. I'm as the hospital attendants would the Aleutian Islands. Just before ches" to invite Nazis to W8, Wil- Clemson in October '40. His ship
That "you all" bought a ticket to C. A. C.
well
satisfied with the Navy.—, allow....everyone was interested leaving the states he was married raised gold letters. It requested made one seventeen-month trip
E. E. Jones
however,' like most fellows, I in his welfare and hopeful for to Miss Maureen Collins, who is a reply and named an address tc without putting in at port. Once
wouldn't beat the walls in if a his recovery ....He passed away now with her mother in Roswell, which replies were to be sent.
when protecting supply lines to
* * *
on the 27th of May ...Protestant
NOW'S THE TIME TO START
discharge were offered me.__."
New Mexico.
Murmansk, his ship crossed the
Chaplain
held
service.—John
is
1st.
Lt.
W.
E.McCown,
EE
fall
Letter to Mr. J. C. McKnight, of
Seldom, if ever, do any of us finish a semester without the
arctic circle, equator, 180th meburied
at
Ulm,
Germany,
in
a
'41-Feb.
'43,
who
has
been
in
the
Elkin, N. C, about his son, John
1st. Lt. G. W. Edwards, AH '42,
ridian, and International Date
thoughts of how much better we would do if we could only live
U. S. Army cemetery...."
Army
Air
Force
for
two
and
a
half
Cuttino, GS '40:
DEAN F. M. KINARD IN A LET- of Gresham ,returned to the U. S. years, is back. He has the Air Line in 43 days. Says that their
through that same semester again. Relieving a semester is some"—Your son John was a person- TER TO CAPT. HARCOMBE:
on September 6, after 13 months
assignments always
were to
Medal with five Oak Leaf clusthing that is utterly impossible, but the "utterly impossible"
al friend as well as one of my
"
after taking regular meals as a platoon leader in the Euro- ters, three battle stars, and the dangerous waters, but nothing
company commanders—.1 sensed in the mess hall for two weeks
pean treater. He has the Combat
really ever happened — except
-can be averted by putting our after thoughts to work during
his ability as a soldier, as a- man, .. I feel you would appreciate Infantryman's medal and the E- Good Conduct award. He was with Saipan,
Kwajalein,
Hokkaido
the semester instead of just thinking about them when it's too
the 8th Air Force.
and as a leader the first day he
and
Japan.
They
also
beat
off a
TO
Ribbon
with
one
battle
star.
knowing how favorably this group
* * *
late to do anything but mourn. Instead of being idle during a
was with me—I made his a comfew air attacks. The "Enterprise"
He entered the service in June
was
impressed
with
the
fare
in
Capt. Jess Goodman, son of Mrs. mander....He came through all
Hamish Turner, ME '29, owner was the only ship in their outfit
1942.
semester, going to a lot of movies, swimming a lot, and shooting
Carrie Goodman, postmistress, is campaigns with us and was , al- your mess hall
and operator of Carolina Stages, to get a scratch. Asked how it felt
* * *
pool at every vacancy, why not cut down on these methods of home on leave from the Pacific. ways cheerful, laughing, and at
"
Personally (and this comes
Back in the U. S. (Sept. 4) is of Spartanburg, has recently, pur- to be back at Clemson, he said'
recreations and do some of the important things in college, such Since arriving he has been grant- the same time commanding the from one who prefers homecook- Capt. T. E. Goodale, TIE '25, of chased the Carolina Motor Bus "It's the prettiest place I've ever
ing to the food in any public eatas: studying more, writing home more often, taking considera- ed a fifteen-day extension of highest respect of his men .He
Camden, after eight months as a Lines and the Anderson bus sta- seen."
time. .When his fifteen days are was in his CP when one of his ing place) I wish to commend you
tion. Plans are afoot to improve
tion of others who are trying to study, and learning how to up, he will receive instructions men asked him to field strip a on the quality, the quantity, and company commander in the ETO. bus service affecting Clemson
Private Marvin G. Gault, Jr.,
Before entering the Armed Forces
and perhaps a new assignment.
study ourselves.
captured enemy pistol he ac- the preparation of the food. Those in July '42, he was manager of the and highways linking Clemson to E. '42-'43, of Greenville recentcepted the challenge and the re- of us who are more or less famil- Buckeye Cotton Oil Company, near-by towns.
Many freshmen who come to college and have made grand
ly completed a course in coach« * *
* * *
sponsibility to instruct his men iar with costs, scarcities, and othProf.
R.
A.
McGinty,
president
ing at the Central Sports School
marks in high school, believe that they know everything and do
Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Veteran Cpl. W. L. Lane, "grad- in Rome, Italy.
of the Fellowship' Club of the on this weapon....When it acci- er problems of food buying fully
Immediately
not have to study. Usually, a semester is required to'prove to Clemson community, has an- dentally was discharged in his appreciated the menus. You h^d
1st. Lt. Capt. Sam E. Davis, Jr., uate of Lamar High School, and upon completion of the course he
them that they do not know nearly as much as they thought they nounced that the first meeting hand, the ball taking effect in his everything except the niceties and | GS '41, of Brunswick, Ga., has re- nephew of Prof. John Lane, is at was returned to his outfit to bedid. They also find that studying has taken on a different aspect will be held at the YMCA, Tues- stomach, his first remark was, special dishes for individual ap- turned to the U. S. after serving Clemson for the first time. A ser- gin expansion of units athletic
day, October 2, at 7:30 P. M. In "It missed me," then "No, it petites, which are of course imgeant in Iceland, he asked for ac- programs.
and their methods of study have to be greatly altered to meet a letter to each member, he urged didn't."—sat down an ambu- practicable in any mass, and more in the Armed Forces since July
tive duty in the European theater
Overseas ten months,' Pvt.
28,
1941.
He
served
nine
months
the demands of the college professors.
loyal service and attendance dur- lance was called immediately and quantity and variety than most as a headquarters commandant in and got it as a private, losing his Gault wears the Mediterranean
he
was
taken
to
a
hospital
nearhomes
can
afford.
You freshmen who have just entered Clemson should cast ing the coming year. He named
the European Theater and has rank in the shuffle. He landed in Theater Ribbon with two Particithe following chairmen of comaside these "Know-it-all" and "don't-need-to-study" thoughts mittees: C. L. Morgan, dinner; H.
Lt. Col. Fred Lafayette Sparks, structing new instructors and been awarded the Purple Heart, France on D-Day plus one. With pation Stars and has been awardfive year of service behind him, ed the Good Conduct Medal.
and really buckle down to some good honest work and come J. Webb, music; J. C. Green,, at- Jr., Eng. Ind. Ed. *33, of Gaffney, teaching map and photo reading. Combat Infantryman's badge, and
the
ETO
Ribbon
with
two
battle
Overseas
he
was
at
Fontainbleau,
through this first semester with flying colors. The results of tendance; G. E. Metz, mebership; passed through Clemson last week
France at an OCS for infantry stars.
B. E. Goodale, welfare; F. H.
» * *
your first semester mean a lot to you and its outcome may de- Clirkscales, community improve- en route to Manilla, in the Pa- trainees. His outfit was Army
cific.
Col.
Sparks
has
been
in
the
Seaman
1|C
Larry Knight, back
termine the shape of your entire college career.
Ground
Force.
Asked
where
hements; S. B. Earle, post-war acL. P. Theiling tivities, and George B. Nutt, pro- Army five years, and overseas was going he replied, "straight to after 2 years and 8 months in the
He looked mighty navy, remarked: "I'll be glad when
gram. F. C. Anderson is vice- eight months. He spent two of Manilla."
we go back to the 'old uniform."
president of the club, and D. I) those five years at Benning in- young to have graduated in '33.
* * *
OUR PROFESSORS
Curtis is secretary-treasurer.
**
Capt.
Frank
A. Gregg, AH '42,
As our home front situation gradually approaches normal,
» * *
of Florence, is expected from LaBack in school: Sgt. Russell H.
we are apt to forget our war-time heroes. The Tiger would like
Harve, France, any day now, acWatson, of Enoree, who left Clemto take this opportunity to pay tribute to some heroes who are son in '41 and served as a comcording to Mrs. Grace Sherman
located right on the campus. I speak of the professors who have bat engineer in Sicily, Italy and
Gregg, his wife. He came to LaHavre from Bechtesgaden, Mrs.
diligently stuck to their tasks throughout the years of war'. Africa. He took part in two inC. M. Baldwin, Acworth, Ga.,
Question: AS A NEW FRESHGregg said, and will probably ar- MAN, WHAT IS YOUR IM- "It's all new, but okay, considervasions—African
and Sicilian.
Many of the professors at Clemsoni have not had a vacation in Back in civilan life, Mr. Watson
rive in Florence any day. "I have PRESSION OF CLEMSON?
ing that we get a little time off
four years. It is the opinion of the Tiger that this steadfast de- .is planning to finish his tdaining
been waiting for this for two
Fred Winn, Newberry, S. C, once in a while."
in
Textile
Engineering
under
the
years,"
she
said,
"and
it's
hard
to
votion to duty merits the highest praise that we can bestow.
By Ned Crow
"It's O. K. but I wish I was a
James Heape, Charleston, S. 0.,
believe he really is coming."
The teaching profession is the most underpaid profession in provisions of the GI Bill of
Sophomore."
"We are gong to have a very ex1 * *
Rights. He has the Purple Heart
Bobby Lay, Dallas, N. C, "It's citing time unless the Sophomores
Ameriea. The fact that so many of our professors have remained and the ETO Ribbon with 5 camLt. Col. Arthur J. Grimes, whose
a
nice
place but I wish I could get get tired of working on us."
,
to help educate our American youth instead of following the paign stars.
To you Freshmen now entering Clemson we extend a wel- fate has been unknown for three a week-end."
John
McEImurry,
Augusta,
Ga.,'
and
a
half
years,
was
recently
recrowds to the war jobs speaks highly in their favor. In fact,
Fielding L. Foreman, Ellenton, "Clemson would be fine if they's
Capt. J. H. (Nig) Lever, Jr., A- come to the most democratic campus in the world. You may ported killed on Cebu, April 15,
to the wide-awake person who takes an interest in what is going H '39, has entered Japan with the f'-nd a better climate but never better friends. This campus of 1942. Not a Clemson graduate, Col. S. C, "Clemson and I would get feed us a little more, give us a
Sixth Army, according to a news our offers you a chance to learn things that never have and never Grimes married the daughter of along fine if I wasn't use to that little time off, and cut out P. T."
on, it not only speaks; it shouts.
the late Col. T. S. Moorman, Ag good old low country sand instead
One could go on indefinitely recounting individual instances, release last week. Capt. Lever was will be taught in classrooms.
G. A. Orr, Asheville, N. C, "It
'
employed by the L. C. Martin
'96, who was serving as command- of these red hills."
sure is okay around here, but
but our purpose is to let the professors know that they are not Drug Company before he entered
You 'no doubt have signed up ders to someone else at the proper ant here when he died at the
Sam Pringle, Sumter, S. C, "I
there's nothing like home."
forgotten men. So, to sum it up, we wish to salute our profes- the Army. The story stated that- English 15, Chemistry 11 and Math time after you become an upper- Walter Reid hospital in 1936. Col. think Clemson is a fine school, but
Ralph B. Hancock, Ruby, S. C,
classman.
Many
of
you
may
look
you
sure
have
to
study."
Grimes was killed fighting the
sors, the heroes of the home front.
his outfit had entered Kobe. Capt. 13, but did you know yo-u are
The Editor Lever's wife, Margaret McCollum taking a course which might be at "rat service" as a method oi Japs who were overrunning the
John A. Richboung, Spartan' "It is a swell place. In fact, I
low-rating freshmen, but as you
******
Lever, and their son, Jimmy, are called Campusology or Barrackso- advance in life you will see more Philippines in 1942. Some Clem- burg, S. C, "Clemson is O. K., but guess I will make it ray home Jar
the next four years or more."
son men may recall that Col. the beginning is a little rough."
'living with her parents, Dr. and
logy? There are no grades given and more how much it has helped Grimes was the brother-in-law of
FRATERNITIES NOW
James H. Carter, Jr., GeorgeLanier Livingston, North, S. C,
Mrs. Pickens McCollum, of Clemby a professor in this course, but you and many others like yourself. Robert (Bob) Wardlaw Moor- "I like Clemson fine and as far as town, S. C, "Clemson's O. K. At
Nsw is the time for Clemson to reactivate the many son.
You probably would never know man, CE '40. Mrs. Grimes has
* • •
like it even better if we wouldn't first it's kind of rugged, but you
it takes precedence over any other how understanding a boy can be
honor and social fraternities and organizations that once
just have to get used to it. I think
Maj. A. M. Quattlebaum, CE grade given in any other course. until you have a problem of your been editing a magazine devoted have so many "rat" calls."
graced the pre-war Clemson campus. They were once the
Willis L. Ogburn, Jr., Heath I've learned to like it a lot."
'34, of Johnston, former Assistant You don't have to go out and look own and confide in your "Old to dissemination of information
pride of Clemson for the fine work they did and the leaders
about missing officers and enlist- Springs, S. C, "This place is fine
George W. Belcher, Wadley, Ga.
Professor of Civil Engineering at
they produced. The war caused them to go on an inactive Clemson, was recently promoted for this course because you can Lady" or some new-made friend ed men in the Pacific theater. though there's a lot of wear and "I was impressed by Clemson's
find it in your own barracks—even asking him for advice. The students "Philippine Postscripts," her magbasis, but the war is no more.
tear on us Freshmen, but our time beautiful campus at first sight.
to his present rank. A veteran of
seem to understand each other and
The desire for these organizations had arisen in the Cadet 30 months overseas, he wears the in your own room. The things that share their problems as if they azine, was reguested by Army and and I like it more each day; even The fellows and instructors are
I am speaking of are obtained in
Corps. Many students have openly expressed the wish that Asiatic-Pacific Theater Ribbon, school democracy. "Bull sessions'' were brothers of the same family. Navy intelligence, high ranking will come."
very friendly. The school is tops
they be started again so that they might have a chance to bene- with three campaign stars, and can prove to be one great educa- It is like a large fraternity which officers, and the Library of ConEarl Gowdy, Kingstree, S. C, with me."
R. L. Bellamy, Ocean Drive, S.
the Philippine Liberation Ribbon tional factor in your college life you join the first day you arrive, gress. Col. and Mrs. Grimes had "I like Clemson fine and a$ far as
fit from them and in turn help the school through them.
been married fifteen years.
These students cannot start up these fraternities and or- with one star. He entered Manilla outside of Regular classes if you and after graduation, you are a
"rat" calls, I think it's O. K. since C, "Clemson is a swell school but
it doesn't compare to the beach."
ganizations by themselves. They must be started off by fellow with the Sixth Army in February get in on the right type. Some "bull life-time member.
Capt. Charles M. Aull, Ag Ec we have 3 years to make up for
You will realize that the force
Joe Ashley Jr., Ellenton, S. C,
it. It's really a good practice since
student members and faculty advisors. It is their duty to see and has been working on water sessions" can prove detrimental
'39,
brother
of
Dr.
G.
H.
Aull
of
supply, electric and refrigeration though and it is advisable to choose that binds all Olemson men to"Clemson
is swell and—Man, Oh
it
teaches
us
"rats"
how
to
get
that attempts at reestablishing these organizations are made.
problems for Manilla and other
gether after the spirit is instilled Clemson, went through six camMan—those Anderson girls!!"
Clemson needs these fraternities and organizations. It Philippine bases. His wife,- Mrs. your topics with a degree of care. in your blood. The spirit of this paigns with the famed Second fitted to military life."
Even good "bull sessions" can
Carlton, W. V., Ruffin, S. C,
L. J. Bell, Ocean Drive, S. C, "I
Armored Division
(Hell
on
needs the good work they can do to help get Clemson back to Lucille G. Quattlebaum, lives a+
prove harmful if they are allowed fraternity is everlasting.
"They
should move Greenville's
like
the
campus,
but
1'
really
normal. Itneeds the leaders that they can help produce. Clem- Conway.
To you, Freshmen, we again ex- Wheels). He wears the Bronze think there is too much of it."
to run too long and thereby interWomen College a little nearer to
Star
and
the
Purple
Heart.
*
*
*
son will need their help in its expansion and development in
tend the welcome to join our camfere with your studies.
* » *
David C. Miller, Sumiperville, Clemson."
Sgt. Pete Petros, who attended
the coming years.
Rat service is one of the best pus and to abide by its unwritten
G. A. Ituralde, Habana, Cuba,
S. C, "It's O. K. now but will be
S
1|C
Dewey
Rochester,
USNR,
More than that, the school is letting the students down by Wofford College '42-'43, and serv- professorless campus courses that laws and we hope that you can
"I like Clemson because I think
better
next
year."
Ag
Ec
Sept.
'42-Feb
'43,
is
back
at
not having these organizations. A students education is more ed 15 months with the Combat Clemson offers. Throughout your prosper by the things, that are here Clemson after serving thirteen
Harry E. Shaw, Jr., Charleston, that it is the best place that we
than going to classes. It is partly that and partly getting out Engineers, is among the veterans freshman year you are trained, as for you to grasp an'd cling to for months in the Navy. His brother, S. C, "I like it, but it puts a lot can get the necessary discipline
the
rest
of
your
life
as
a
member
and meeting new people with new ideas and learning how to at Clemson. Asked for a comment a "rat," to take orders and carry
of the ever-growing Clemson M. C. Rochester, Ag Ec '31, is with of extra wear and tear on a and knowledge to be a good citiwork together. It is learning that many little things can only he said: "When are the dances go them out to the extent that you Alumni.
zen for tomorrow."
the Extension Department here. Freshman."
will
be
able
to
give
the
right
oring to start?"
be obtained from such organizations. —W. S. Reasonover.
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Clemson Rolls Over PC 76-0 In Season's Opener;
Loses To Georgia; To Meet N. C. State Tomorrow
By Henry Frierson
GREETINGS

Tigers Fail To
Score On Rain
Soaked Field

RACK UP ELEVEN TOUCHDOWNS
TO EASILY DEFEAT BLUE HOSE
Before a record season's opening game crowd of 10,000

Clemson's 1945 Tigers opened the season with a 67-0 yictory
As this is my first attempt to write this column, I don't know
A strong University of Georgia
just how it's going to turn out, but here goes. I do hope that in this
over the.P. C. Blue Hose. This was the largest score Clemsoa
and future issues, it will be an interesting and worthwhile column team won a hard-fought game
has
amassed in a single game in four decades.
from Clemson last Saturday in
Athens by a score of 20-0. DeThe backs really had a field day,
P. C. GAME
morolized by an opening kickoff
as the team scored eleven touchreturn of 89 yards for a touchdowns, 8 extra points, and a safe. i. .Climaxing some eight weeks of pre-season practicing the Tigers down, Clemson was unable to get
ty. Two touchdowns were scored in
really went to town in defeating the Presbyterian Blue Hose by a 76-0 on top during the game.
the first quarter, four each in the
score. The freshman backs stood out as the team scored 11 touchdowns
second and third quarters, and one,
Georgia made the best of a
8 extra points, and a safety. Cagle with his educated toe made good blocked kick and a brilliant pass
on the longest run of the day—83
all of his attempts for extra points by placement; Sultis made 2 of his play to score her other two touchyards by freshman Bobby Gage, of
Anderson, in the final period
3 attempts; and one was made by running.
downs. Clemson failed to score on
Others scoring touchdowns were
The game was full of long exciting runs and passes. Poe and four different opportunities when
Maj. Banks McFadden, Clemson's Hugh Alford (a), Dewey Quinn
Reynolds made several long runs each, and the longest run of the game, the ball was deep in Georgia ter1939 All-American star, has re- (2), Jim Reynolds (2), Jimmy Phil83 yards, was iiade by Gage.
ritory.
cently been discharged from the Air lips, Bob Patton, and Bobby McIt began raining early in the
Corps and returned to his coaching Keown.
GEORGIA GAME
job at Clemson. He has been in
second quarter and really poured
Defensively Capt. Ralph Jenkins,
service several years and was a Mavis Cagle, Footsie Woods and
down in torrents almost throughOn the bottom from the opening kickoff when a Georgia man raced out the entire period. The playspecial service officer in Italy for others stood out. Clemson used
some 85 yards to score standing up, Clemson never got on top. A ing, field had recently been plowquite some time.
some 40-odd players during tho
blocked kick in the first period after which they scored another touched and resodded and became a
While in Italy he amazed many game, sending in three full teams
down, and a long drive in the third period gave Georgia her other
regular quagmire. With a wet
with performances in track meets. as unit substitutions. In fact the
score.
ball
Clemson was able to comLate in the first quarter it began raining—^and I mean hard. The
Lieut. , Flucie Stewart, former first and second teams hardly play-i
Athens playing field had recently been plowed and resodded and really plete but one forward pass and
coach at Appalachian State Teach- ed any after the first half.
Gage, Reynolds, Phillips, Cox,
bcame muddy. This muddy field and Georgia's experienced, fast- fumbled often. Players were cover's College and Delaware Univercharging line held down the running of Clemson's frisky backs. Players ered with mud from head to foot.
sity before he entered the Navy Poe. and Quinn showed considerBilly Poe, Clemson wingback, is shown above as he skirts his own left end on a reverse in one
One Clemson scoring opporwere covered with mud from head to foot and fumbles were common
has been added to the Clemson able speed on long runs during the
of
his
longest
runs
of
the
day
in
the
P.
C.
game,
tunity
came
when
Gage
quickoccurrences.
coaching staff, it was recently an- game. Alford used his 220 pounds
Some
10,000
fans
attended
the
game,
the
opening
one
of
both
teams
for
the
season.
Clemson
used
Quite a crowd of Clemson supporters and cadets attended the kicked a pretty 61 yard boot to
nounced by Head Coach Frank as a sledge hammer against the
game and kept their spirit high throughout the game. Most of them, within three yards of the Geor- over 40 men during the game, and racked up a total of 6 touchdowns, a safety, and 8 extra points as
Howard. He is tojhelp this season, outclassed Presbyterian line. Oagle
'
like I, didn't carry raincoats and really got soaked.
after which he says he has "other and Sultis demonstrated- their edugia goal. A Georgia player fum- they rolled over PC 76-0.
cated toes in kicking 7 of 8 atExcept for the fact that we lost, it rained so 'hard, and the field bled, the ball rolled over the goal
plans."
tempted extra point placements.
was so muddy, it was a close and good game.
and a Clemson man fell on it, but
The staff has been short handed
Alternate Captain Eddis Free's^mm
Georgia had clipped and Clemson
because of the absence of several man made some especially sensagot the ball on the 10 yard line.
FIVE STATES REPRESENTED ON FIRST TEAM
men still in the service.
tional pass catches, one of which
Phillips hit the line for five yards,
Stewart, who starred as a foot- was an outstanding one hand catch.
^ip
Five states, South Carolina predominating, are represented out but Alford and others failed to
ball player at Furman, was also a He also showed his running ability
Clemson's first team as it opened the season—Center Ralph Jenkins get it across the double line
member of the coaching staff there as he raced 45 yards on an endis from Tennessee;.Right End Sam Butz is from Florida; Left Tackle marker.
before going to Appalachian. He around play to score.
Bo Saunders and Tailback Jimmy Phillips are from North Carolina; • Again in the closing moments
P. C. was almost unable to gain
was
recently discharged from the
Blocking Back Alton Cumbie is from Georgia; South Carolina boys are: of the game Clemson threatened,
yardage through the team. Only in
Navy .
A strong Pensacola Naval Air
Jud Davis, Mavis Cagle, Eddis Freeman, Billy Poe, and Dewey Quinn. Freeman intercepted a Georgia
the last period did they manage to
Station eleven has been scheduled
cross the midfield stripe. Their
pass, and Phillips in a play later
to play Clemson here on October
only threat for a touchdown came
passed to Reynolds on the GeorVETERANS
13, which was originally an open
late in the third \uarter when a
gia 14. But the whistle blew and
date in the schedule. It is thought
Clemson fumble was recovered on
Qu'te a few veterans are on the roster this year. Dewey Quinn, the game ended.
that several former All-Americans
the Tiger 40. A series of passes
180 lb. first string fullback, served 26 months in the Air Corps and
The game was really closer than
are playing on it.
and runs by P. C.'s Gault moved
'flew 332 combat missions over Germany. He was discharged on the the score shows It was a hardClemson's homecoming game has
the ball down to the 7 yard line,
point system, and before entering the service played 2 years of football fought game. Neither team was
been changed from the V. P. I. 'The Alumni of Clemson Col- but there the' Clemson line held and
at Newberry.
able to accomplish much running
game on Nov. 10 to the Wake lege Columbia Chapter, Colum- P. C. lost the ball on downs.
June Pruitt, 175 lb. wingback, was in the Army four and one-half through the other's line. Jenkins,
Forest game on December 1, it was bia, S. C, will have their annual
Clemson rolled up 516 yards
years, nearly two years of which were in combat zones.
Cagle, Freeman, and Quinn showrecently announced by Athletic Dirushing and 78 passing. P. C. netHugh Alford, 220 lb. fullback, who was a candidate here in 1941, ed up exceptionally well on derector Frank Howard. The game get together with a buffet sup- ted about 80 yards inj the air and
was on Uncle Sam's team when it went into Europe on D-Day. He fense. But the Tiger offense just
with Wake Forest is a Southern per, to be held at the Wade- en the ground.
was wounded during the fighting in Europe, and discharged last spring.
didn't
seem
to
click.
Conference
game, and promises to Hampton Hotel, Columbia, S. C,
STATISTICS .
"Chip" Clark, 1942 letterman end, was a lieutenant in the Air'
on Wednesday, the night of Oc- CLEMSON
be one of! the season's best.
P. C.
Corps and was discharged a few weeks ago.
THE LINE-UP
tober 24th, 1945, at 6:30 P. M.,
10
First downs, running
5
James Sultis is a veteran of four years service in the Navy. Bobby
Clemson
Georgia
preceding the annual game with
4
First downs, passing
21
McKeown served 14 months in the navy.
LE
Freeman
Edwards
Carolina, during Fair Week.
50 Runs from scrimmage
24
Jim Hough, freshman player in 1942, served overseas with the 30th LT
Saunders
Castronis
All the Alumni who are in or 516
Net gain running
6
A Georgia player slips in the mud just before he reaches Clemson
Division and was recently discharged under the point system.
LG
Sultis
John
around Columbia *n this date
6
Passes attempted
19
Other vets are Ralph Jenkins, Air Corps, Bob Turner, Marines, C
tackle
Mavis
Cagle.
Behind
Cagle
guard
"Footsie"
Woods
is
rushing
Jenkins
Colley
and can possibly do so, will
4
Passes completed
8
Alton Cumbie, Army, Billy Poe, Infantry, and Ernest Ashe.
in, and center Ralph Jenkins approaches from behind the Georgia
Frank, the grand old dog who please be ©n hand at this meetRG
Woods
MiUer
1
Passes intercepted by
0
man. In the background are (from 1 to r) Dewey Quinn, Jud Davis, faithfully met "Retreat" on Bow- ing. Several officiais of the Col- 78
RT
Cagle
Wells
Gain passing
76
MARRIED MEN
and Chip Clark.
RE
Butz
Moseley
Total net gain
81
man Field for eleven years, passed lege will be there and especially 594
Just how muddy the field was can be seen by how deep Cagle's
are we urging the men in the 36
Cumbie
Ranch
Punting average
32
Also on the football team this year are several married players. QB
away on July 5 of old age. Owned
Armed Forces, who can possibly
Cage
Donaldson
leg is burrowed in the ground and how muddy the players and their
1
Punts blocked by
0
All-Southern Center Ralph Jenkins has been married about two weeks. LH
by
Mrs.
M.
A.
Abobtt,
Frank
aldo so to be sure to be there.
Poe
Smith
uniforms are.
80
Yards penalized
40
"Bo" Saunders, 200( pound tackle, is the proud papa of a 3 1-2 years RH
ways found his way to Bowman
We are urging that they notify 88
Quinn
Reid
Longest run
15
old son. "Footsie" Woods and Dewey Quinn both have young daughters. FB
Field just as retreat was about to Mr. Lucas LaFaye, 1716 College 31
Clemson Substitutions: Ends —
Longest pass
22
Other married players are James Sultis and Alton, Cumbie.
Clark, Connelly, Doyle, Dyer;
be sounded. For this reason, he is St., Columbia, S. C, or J. H. CLEMSON: 16 27 26 7—76
Woodward, Sec, Clemson Alum0 0 0 0—0
Tackles: Banks, Turner, B. Davis;
CAPTAINS
known to many Clemson men who ni Corporation, Clemson, S. C, P. C:
Passing: Gage completed 3 of 5
Guards: J. Davis, Clanton, Thomhave attended Clemson since the if you find you will be able to passes for Gl yards. Cox completed
Ralph Jenkins, rangy center from Tennessee, has again been named as; Centers: Rushton, Moore, Mcfall of, 1934.
attend this supper. We would one pass for 17 yards.
After losing to Georgia last
by his teammates to captain the squad this year;, he was captain of Mullan; Backs: Moorer, Alford,
Outcomes of previous games
i
Frank began to show signs of like to know not later than OcPunt Distances: McKeown (44),
the 1944 team. End Eddis Freeman, of Greenville, was named alternate Reynolds, Pruitt, Cox, Phillips, week-end, Clemson will journey are listed as follows:
old age around the early part of tober 22nd, if possible, so that Gage (42), Phillips (89), Cox (40).
Captain. Both of these boys are Juniors and have played outstandingly McKeown, Martin, Wright, Hough. to Raleigh, N. C, to meet N. C.
Punt Returns: Gage—8—13, Cox
State there tomorrow night. The Year
in both the P. C. and Georgia games. Jenkins was unanimously named
Clemson
N. C. State the summer but only until the last we will know how many to prefew weeks before his death did he pare for.
—17, Phillips—3—15.
STATISTICS
game is practically sure to furn- 1899
on the all Southern squad last year and is putting in a mighty strong
24
0
fail to meet retreat. Inquiries to
Georgia ish plenty of 'excitement as 1902
bid for higher honors this year.
Clemson
11
5
5
First Down
8 Clemson's backs compete with 1903
24
0
Mrs. Abbott on the part of cadets
Charlie 1904
CAROLINA
Yds. Gained Rushing 126 Howard Turner and
88
..0
18
revealed that Frank had grown so
Passes Attempted
15 Richkus of State. This will be 1906
0
8
0
lame he could hardly get about.
It seems as though our arch rival has been on the extremes in 1
0
Passes Completed
8 the first Southern Conference 1923
12
On July 5, he died and was
both of her games so far this year, winning one by a large score and 23
7
3
buried in the bottoms of the peaceYds. By Passes
95 *ame for the Tigers this season. 1926
The team has been busy all 1927
losing the other by a large score. We hope that she will be on the bot- 3 '
ful Clemson meadows, where as a
6
18
Passes Intercepted by
week
brushing up on their de- 1928
tom when Clemson faces her this season, but, as you know, anything 16
7
0
young dog, he often played and
Runback Interceptions 0
"TJLLIE" HAYWOOD
can and usually does happen in that game.
26
0
hunted with his late master, Mr.
33
Punting Average
32 fense, blocking, and passing, and 1929
Owner
will
be
in
tip-top
shape
tomorLatest reports from the Athletic Association here reveal that only 94
1930
27
0
Major A. Abbott.
Tot'l Yds. Kicks Ret'd 137
SOFT DRINKS
a few more tickets for the annual state fair classic remain unsold. All 2
HOT DOGS
1931
6
0
Frank, who was a large pointer,
Opponent's Fum Rc'd 8 row night.
Clemson-N. C. State rivalry on 1932
who are planning to attend should get tickets immediately or else 15
0
13
had become an institution on the
Ctds.
Lost
Penalties
85
On the Corner
get left out .
the gridiron started one year be- 1933
9
0
Clemson campus. His faithful atGeorgia: 13 0 7 0—20
fore tne turn of the century, in 1934
12
6
tendance
at
parades,
special
ocClemson: 6 0 0 0—0
1899, and has carrried through- 1939
ODDS 'N ENDS
25
6
casions and retreats found a place
out 21 games. Clemson has won 1939
6
25
in the hearts of all Clemson men pJUiaBj£3Mi«fiUHSi|gB1iMfiiffin!U^
i
trnsm^,...
Jimmy Phillips has played high school football for teams in AlaArnold Grayson, EE '36-39, of 15 games; State has copped 5; 1940
26
7
who knew him. His faithfulness
bama, Indiana, and North Carolina .... Carol Cox is a brother of Hardeville, who now weighs .330 and one game, that of 1906, end- 1941
27
7
and actions brought his name into
"Shot" Cox, former University of North Carolina Star, and Dick Cox, pounds and is seven feet two ed in a scoreless tie.
1942
7
6
print in the TIGER in January,
former University of Georgia standout .... In 49 years of intercol- inches tall, visited the campus,
The Wolfpack won its last 1943
19
7
1939, January, 1940, and January,
legiate football Clemson's Tigers have won 206 games, lost 268, tied recently. Now 26, Arnold is 30 game from the tigers in 1942 1944
13
7
1945.
29 . . . that's all till next issue.
pounds lighter than when he once with a 7-6 victory. Since 1940 the
weighed 360. As genial and per- two teams have b&en playing in pliffiUUiliiiSHBinH!^
sonable as ever, he spent a couple Charlotte, but wartime traveling
restrictions made it necessary to
Cadets, especially new students, campus folk, visitors and veterans of days visiting his old friends. schedule the '45 game in Raleigh.
During the war he served at HunTEXTILE CONSULTANT
notice that you are invited to attend the Vespers Program of the
•§=
ter Field as manager of a ware{;:::
Clemson College Y. M. C. A. Sunday at 6:10. If attendance increas- house and also of a store. He was
GREENVILLE, S. C.
es, it is possible that we will have the Vespers Program at 2:10 at one time manager of the Serand 6:10. In addition to good speakers there are usually some in- vice Club cafeteria in Savannah.
South Carolina's Leading Store For Men and Boys
He was just back from a business
PLANT SURVEY
teresting news and travel reels and frequently musicians from the trip to Nashville and Chicago,
Dr. Wade H. Bryant, brilliant,
'campus and visiting musicians add to the value of these services, when he came by Clemson. Says
JOB ANALYSIS
his size 30 shoes are made by the outstanding minister will be at the
"Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville"
TIME STUDY
The "Y" Swimming pool is open for students daily from 10:00 same shoemaker that serves the Clemson Baptist Church Oct. 15-21
as
the
principal
speaker
during
the
a. m. to 6 p. m. and on Saturday until 10:00 p. m.
Vanderbilts. With clothes his maCOST SYSTEMS
"Week of Deeper Religious Thinkjor problem, he commented lightmmmmmwmmiMGffi!mMSMmMffimmmmm^
ing."
Dr.
Bryant
is
a
graduate
of
Open house programs for various companies are planned for
ARBITRATION
ly: "I can still buy neckties and Clemson and former pastor of the
handkerchiefs out of stock."
all companies.
University Baptist Church, BaltiWASTE CONTROL
more, Md. At present he is pastor
To Clemson graduates and former students—If you would like
of the First Baptist Church,
LABOR RELATIONS
Roanoke, Va.
to have the "Y" News Letter sent to yon in civilian life or to
JOB SIMPLIFICATION
Clemson is indeed fortunate to
some friends, please let us know and we will be glad to send a
-:!!
have Dr. Bryant for services durcopy as often as it is published.
ing this week. From 6:30 until 7:00
Dr. Bryant will speak to students
Our thanks to Anderson College and the Woman's College of
and the regular services will begin
Furman University for invitations to Clemson Students. All thorOrganize
Standards Department
oughly enjoyed their visits. Our thanks to Eldon Jones and his caand
det orchestra for playing at the "Y" dance.
Train Your Men to Rim
On Friday evening, September
Standards Department
Thanks from the cabinet, the councils, the advisory board, and
28, fifteen P. S. A. cadets enjoyed
the "Y" Staff for the many helpful services given to your friends
a hayride at Anderson given by
the First Presbyterian Church
and buddies through the "Y."
there for the cadets and girls from
Telephone S611
Clemson, S. C.
Anderson College who were memCLEMSON, S. C.
bers of the church. Dr. S. J. L.
Crouch and Prof. B. E. Goodale acANDERSON, S. C.
companied the cadets on the ride.
ffflBBBBEasmssaw

McFadden Back;
Stewart Now On
Coaching Staff
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1 Pensacola NAS

m C°ming Changed

Clemson Alumni To
Meet Night Before
State Fair Game

Frank, Dog Who Met
Retreat 11 Years Dies

TIGERS JOURNEY TO RALEIGH
FOR FIRST CONFERENCE GAME

The Cadets Meet And Eat At

The Tiger's Den

Dr. Wade Bryant To
Lead Week's Services
At Baptist Church

I HEYWARDMAHONCO.

PORTRAITS of

DISTINCTION

P.S.A. Members Enjoy
Hayride At Anderson

THE CLEMSON "Y"

COCA-COLA
Bottling Company

Barnett's Studio

H. II. WILLIS
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Methodist Conference Scheduled Here Nov. 7-11
Military Dept. Gives
Appointments For Year
The Military Department has
announced that G. J. Ballenger,
of Tusapau, will be the Cadet
Regimental Colonel for the 194546 session. Lt. Col. N. M. Crow,
of Fair Forest, has been named
Regimental Executive, and Lt.
Col. R. F. Ridgeway, of Greenville, and Lt. Col. A. J. Coleman,
dlllddl ldlldUdd 5
dddr ..8
of Saluda, have been appointed
Battalion Commanders.
Other recommendations are as
follows:
Regt. Staff
Col. G. J. Ballenger, Regt. Com.
Lt. Col. N. M. Crow, Regt. Exec.
Capt. J. M Ervin, Reg. Adjt.
1st. Lt. D. A. Kennerly, Mess Officer.
1st. Lt. J. A. Brunetti, Regt. Supply Officers.
1st. Lt. F. J. Brannon, Chaplain
M|Sgt. J. W. Hawkins, Reg. Sgt.
Major
T|Sgt. D. C. Salley, Mess Sgt.

T|Sgt. W. H. Iwens, Color Sgt.
T|Sgt. J. A. Mahaffey, Color Sgt.
First Battalion Staff
Lt. Col. R. F. Ridgeway, Bn. Com
Maj. J. L. Brady, Bn. Exec.
1st. Lt. L. E. Whitehead, Bn. Adj.
2nd. Lt. R. B. Harris, Bn. Supply
Officer
T|Sgt. G. Z. Siokos, Ben. Sgt. Major
Seconl Battalian Staff
Lt. Col. A. J. Colehnan, Bn. Com.
Maj. A. J. Rigby, Bn. Exec.
1st. Lt. T. E. Wal.ace, Bn. Adj.
T|Sgt. C, E, Lowder, Bn, Sgt,
Major
Co "A"
Capt. R. D. Ballenger, Co. Com.
1st. Lt. R. K. McKinnon, Co.
Exec.
2nd. Lt. W. L. Hamrick, Pla.
Ldr.
1st. Sgt. A. B. Kitchen
Co. "B"
Capt. M. J. Pinson, Co. Comdr.
lst.^Lt. J. E Stevens, Co Exec.

RETURNING VETERANSGet your "Civie" incidentals from us.
Botany Ties, Arrow Ties, Inter Woven Socks
Belts, Crosby Square Shoes
"Eton" Caps just in.

HOKE SLOAN
"Out Fitters to Clemson men"

CLEMSON MEN:
We invite you to make your headquarters here
while in Anderson.
"Anderson's Finest"

JOHN C. CALHOUN HOTEL
ANDERSON, S. C.

WHY DO CLEMSON'S

Cadets
CUT A CLEAN FIGURE?
Because their laundry is done by the

CADET LAUNDRY
puoffliyiuffimnKisteniymB^^

£S

Civilian and Military Clothiers
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

108 N. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

New Methodist Cadets ICLEMSON IS HOST TO MEETING
Welcomed At Social FOR FIRST TIME; DELEGATES
At a meeting of the Clemson
College Wesley Foundation, September 27, the one hundred and
forty new Methodist- students
who have entered Clemson for
the fall semester were officially
welcomed to the Clemson Methodist Church and eight cadets
were elected to membership on
the Foundation Council.
The new council members are:
Harold Pate, Mac Hollis, Dick
Fitzgerald, John Feror, D. M.
Jenkins, N. H. Black, J. A. Stanley, and Tom Hicks.
The new Methodist students
were welcomed in by Rev. E. W.
Harding and other church officials. Wesley Foundation President Bill Reasonover explained
the work of the Foundation to
the new students. Afterwards,
recreation
and
refreshments
were enjoyed by the group in
the church social hall.

WILL STAY IN THE BARRACKS

Townsend New
(Continued from page one)
send participated in athletics and
debating.
In September, 1943, Mr. Townsend entered the Duke University
School of Religion. He majored in
Ethics and Philosophy. While at
Duke University, he served as
Baptist Student Secretary. In 1944, Mr. T.ownsend married the
former Anna Louise Fake, also of
Fayetteville, N. C. Mrs. Townsend
was graduated from the Woman's
College of the University of North
Carolina in 1944.
Mr. Townsend comes to our
state highly recommended as a
worker among young people.
» * *
1st Lt. L. W. Felkel is back after spending wo and a half years
eeeeeeeeee aaaaaaa aaa aaaaeeatt
in the Army Air Force. He served
in the ETO, hs the Air Medal with
five clusters, and the Good Conwhen he left in February '43. He
commented : "I'm awfully glad to
duct Medal. He was a soph in ME
be back at Clemson and to see a
lot of my old buddies."

The Upper South Carolina Conference of the Methodist
Church will be held at Clemson November 7-11. The conference
will convene Wednesday evening, November 7, and will close
with the reading of the appointments of the ministers Sunday
afternoon, November 11.
In addition to the three hundred
delegates to the conference, it is
expected that several hundred
other visitors will come to Clemson while the conference is in sesSixty Anderson College girls
sion
were guests of the cadets at a
Members of the ministers' fami- dance given Saturday, September
lies and laymen from many of the 29, in the cluhroom of the
Methodist Churches of Upper Y. M. C. A. and sponsored by the
South Carolina will come Suun- "Y." Music for the dance, which
day for the reading of the ap- lasted from 8:00 until 11:30, was
furnished by a small orchestra
pointments.
made up of E. E. Jones, W. G.
The Methodist Church of Clem- Carr, L. E. Williams, Bobby Mace.
son, with the cooperation of the On1 the same night, 150 Clemson
college administration, has made cadets were enjoying a reception at
plans for entertaining the confer- Greenville Woman's College given
2nd Lt. M. C Lynn, Pla. Ldr.
2nd. Lt. C. W CockreU, Pla. Ldr. ence. These plans were announc- there for the freshmen.
1st. Sgt. N. C Wessinger
ed by Rev. Wannamaker Hardin
Co. "C"
at a meeting of the Methodist WSrtArtWWWWWWSrtrtATWUW^
Capt. O. B. Riley, Co. Comdr.
congregation Sunday night.
1st. Lt. W. R. Sease, Co Exec,
The delegates will room in the
2nd. Lt. J. A. Dodgen, Pla. Ldr.
barracks, in which there will be a
2nd Lt. J. G. Dobbins, Pla. Ldr.
section for men, a section for
1st. Sgt. F. Y. Jeffords
■ Continued from Page One
women, and a section for couples,
Co. "E"
and
the
entire
group
will
eat
in
means nothing to those who want
Capt. C. L. Morris, Co. Comdr.
By J. M. Perry
an education. We are doing what
1st. Lt. J. O. Murray, Co Exec. the mess hall.
we can to encourage them. I have
2nd. Lt. E. Thomas, Pla. Ldr.
Bishop Clare Purcell, of Charbeen impressed with those who
2nd. Lt. F. Sosa, Pla. Ldr.
lotte, who will be the presiding
Professor T. A. Campbell, who
1st. Sgt. F. J. Bishon
officer of the conference, and iiis has been on a six months leave of have already returned to college.
Co. "F"
cabinet, which consists of the absence to do important work in So far the returning service men
Capt. T. A. Covington, Co. Com superintendents of the six districts one of the textile mills that has have been serious about getting an
1st. Lt. Lowman, Co. Exec.
of the conference, will stay in the been manufacturing government education and then good jobs.
Truly there are many opportuni2nd Lt. M. A. Fant, Pla. Ldr.
trustee house. Representatives of fabrics, has returned to the Textile ties for outstanding college gradu2nd. Lt. J. B. Friday, Pla. Ldr.
different boards of the church in School. ,
ates and if the future follows the
1st Sgt. G. F. Lewis
Nashville, New York, and ChicaProfessor Joseph Lindsay Jr. course of-the past there will be
Co. "G"
go will also be accommodated in •completed graduate work and re- -a suitable position awaiting every
Capt. E. W. Freeman, Co. Com. the trustee house.
ceived his Master's Degree at Uni- Clemson graduate. I have had
1st. Lt. W. E. Lindsay, Co. Exec.
Committees have been set up in versity of Tennessee during the many letters from men who did not
2nd. Lt. H. E. Pauling, Pla. Ldr. the Clemson Methodist Church to summer. He has now returned to
apply themselves when they were
2nd. Lt. A. Stathakis, Pla. Ldr.
make the necessary preparations the Textile School teaching staff. in college. In every case they ac1st. Sgt. F. C. Peschl.
and to put the plans for enterThe following men are on leave knowledge their mistake and indiBand Co.
taining the conference into effect. from the Textile School: Major M. cate that their efforts will be turnCapt. L. F. Theiling, Co. Com.
These committees and their chair- L. Huckabee, Lt. William E. Tar- ed toward greater scholarship when
1st. Lt. T. F. Dabney, Co. Exec.
men are as follows: trusee house, rant, Lt. John V. Walters and Capt. they return to college. Fortunately
2nd. Lt. H. F. Frierson, Pla Ldr. Prof. J. P LaMaster; barracks, Dr. W. L. Hicks.
for the college some of the return2nd. Lt. W. B. Nunn, Pla. Ldr.
ing veterans have shown great inF. M. Kinard; meals, Mr. J. Hr
Professor
C.
W.
Carter
of
the
1st. Sgt. J. W. Evans
Woodward; registration, Mr. M. School of Engineering has returned terest in helping train the freshB. Stevenson; information and from the Westinghouse Corpora- men and have become active in
ROTC. Without this help the freshpublicity, Dr. G. E. Ward; church tion to the Drawing Department.
Professor S. M. Watson is ex- men, many of whom got commisgrounds, Prof. J. H. Mitchell;
(Continued from page one)
church, building and equipment, pected to return soon to the En- sions, would probably not have
the column "HASH MARKS" and Mr. E. G. Gpdbey; music, Mrs. gineering School. He has been been successful in the training
camps. The. absence of all but a
managing editor of the Stars and E. J. Freeman, Jr.; printing and working in industry.
Stripes; Earl Mazo, former report- posters, Mr. J. T. Wigington; parkProfessor G., E. Hoffman is now few juniors and seniors from the
er for the Greenville Piedmont ing, Mr. R. R. Roark.
on leave from the School of En- campus necessitated making officers of sophomores who have
and combat reporter for the Stars
Mrs. F. L. McNatt, president of gineering and is engaged in essen- proved efficient but not as well
and Stripes; A. B. Bryan, agritial
Architectural
work.
schooled in ROTC as the juniors
cultural editor at Clemson; Joe the Woman's Society of Christian
The following men are on mili- and seniors were in normal times.
Sherman, director of Clemson's Service, has organized additional
I believe veterans will find their
News Bureau, and many others. committees to do the chores that tary leave from the School of Engineering: L. R. Ambrose, R. L. return to Clemson pleasant. They
Among those who donated a $15 take the feminine touch, and the
Anderson, D. W. Bradbury, G. A. are allowed to leave the campus
pin in the early, uncertain years chairmen of these committees are
Douglass, J. T. Long, G. C. Mc- each week after their last class and
when the fraternity was strug- as follows: barracks (ladies), Mrs.
Making, H. R. Martin, J. H. Sams, return in time to meet their first
gling for existence: Esquire Mag- Gaston Gage and Mrs. J. M. AlexA.
M. Quattlebaum, E. B. Therkel- class of the next week. We wish
azine, Liberty ,The State, Harts- ander; meals, Mrs W. H. Gray;
sen, W. M. Wachter, and H. H. them to wear citizen clothes when
ville Messenger,
Independent- food service, Mrs. J. B. Monroe;
Wiss. All of these men are expectDaily MaiL News-Piedmont, and flowers, Mrs. E. G. Godbey; com- ed to return as soon as conditions they are away from the campus.
Under the G. I. bill, regardless of
several loyal alumni. All are re- munion, Mrs. J. E. Ward; recep- permit.
the school he attends, the veteran
corded in the history, a leather- tion, Mrs. W. W. Klugh and Mrs.
Professor W. L. Mauldin of the must maintain satisfactory scholarbound book donated by Dr. Pick- W. L. Anderson,
Chemistry Department has return- ship and good conduct.
ens McCollum.
The Clemson Methodist Church
Some veterans have asked about
The late Dr. E .W. Sikes per- is eagerly anticipating the privi- ed to the college from Oak Ridge,
sonally collected the first $90, lege of serving as host to the con- Tennessee, where he assisted in the the ?500 item in the G. I. bill. The
veteran does not receive any of
which was spent for six pins. He ference, and the entire Clemson production of the Atomic Bomb.
Professor Howard Hunter, a Ma- this amount for personal excalled in Prof. Lane and said:
community is looking forward to jor in Chemical Warfare Service at penses. His tuition, fees, books, and
"Start a fraternity that will interest young men in writing, a- the coming of the Methodist Con- M. I. T., is expected to return to activity fees are paid from the
ward these pins to the winners, ference and to the rich program the Chemistry Department by the amount direct to the college by the
government. If single a veteran rebut be sure you kow where the which it will bring to Clemson. first of December.
Professor F. M. Macintosh has ceives $50 a month from the govnext six are coming from." Ac- It is expected that the program
cording to Prof. Lane, the six pins will be released by the next issue been granted a leave of absence of ernment and if he is married, he
one year from the English Depart- receives $75 a month. This can be
remained in the college vault for of "The Tiger."
There are over 300 Methodist ment. He is planning to attend the applied to the cost of meals, rooms,
six years before he conceived the
plan that is now Gamma Alpha cadets at Clemson and W. R. University of Pennsylvania as a laundry, and for other personal
needs.
Mu. When Dr. Cohen came to Reasonover, president of the Wes- candidate for Ph. D.
We are striving to secure houses
Clemson to deliver the com- ley Foundation, spoke for them at
Dr. L. D. Huff, who has been on
mencement address in 1934, Prof. the informal business meeting military leave, has rejoined the for our married veterans and I
Lane had plans all worked out held at the Methodist Church Physics Department as associate hope by February 1st a number
will be available for you. Unforand got Dr. Cohen's approval. Ap- Sunday night. He pledged one professor of Physics.
tunately there Is a definite shortproximately 85 members have hundred per cent cooperation of
Dr. I. A. Spauldlng of the Agri- age of houses throughout the
been taken since that time.'
the Methodist boys as Clemson cultural Department is doing re- country.
Manuscripts are submitted in becomes host to the ministers of search work in Spartanburg. He is
The faculty has worked continuthe spring of each year. For in- the Upper South Carolina Confer- 3xpected to return to the campus
ously
during the war. The acceleraformation about requirements for ence for the first time in its his- soon.
ted program has introduced many
entrance see Prof. Lane. Two men tory.
Professor Peter Carodeonos and problems. We hope to continue at
were selected last year, and memJames,H. Hobson have returned to least part of the accelerated probership is open to Freshmen,
the Chemistry Department follow- gram to speed the graduation of
Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors, and
ing their vacation.
veterans who wish to study congraduates.
Continued From Page One
the deans of tfte
different
schools.
At tweleve o'clock all freshmen
who had not decided upon a definite course of study were encouraged to meet and talk with representatives of the various schools
and departments of the college.
Tuesday afternoon all new students were given tests on Scholastic Aptitude. Wednesday morning tests in English were given
and on that afternoon tests in
Mathematics were given.

Dance Sponsored By
Y. M. C. A, Saturday

FACULTY
NEWS

Nationally Known

tinuously until a diploma is earned.
The Faculty Council will be happy to review any transcripts of college work taken by our men while
in the service. The''college has not
indulged in the fallacy of giving
any one an unearned diploma. We
have consistently maintained that
any awarding of unearned diplomas
would be both detrimental to the
student and t6 the college and that
our diploma must continue to be
a testimonial of quality in education.
It is our hope that every Clemson
man who left college to enter the
armed service will return to complete his education. Clemson is

ready to do its utmost to help yau.
When you leave the service drop
by for a full discussion of your interests.
It would please us if every, student whose education was interrupted could return to school immediately but we have not found
the means of having you discharged. Some of you will be favored with an early discharge but
others may have to wait until the
armed forces are stabilized.
We are sending this copy of The
Tiger to your home and hope that
your parents will send it to you at
your present address.
R. F. Poole, President
October 2, 1945

ON SALE AT YOUR FAVORITE EATING PLACE

Cox's Peanut Butter Sandwiches
And Cookies

A. W. COX
EASLEY, SOUTH CAROLINA

Distributor for Bireley's Drinks, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes,
and Capital City Potato Chips.

Dr. Poole Writes

CLEMSON
CADETS
Keep Informed on the affairs of your State, your
Nation and the World by SUBSCRIBING TO

"South Carolina's Progressive Newspaper'

Checking and Savings Accounts
Invited

Fort Hill Bank &
Trust Company
Clemson, South Carolina
Deposits insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Change of Address?
If your address^ or address of Clemson
Men you know have changed, send yours
and their correct address to

THE

TIGER

BOX 269
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Many Veterans

Itannmnmmuniwmnasyiitifiy^^

The Clemson Foundation has
set a goal of $150,000 to educate the children 'of Clemson
men killed in World War II

If you want a part in this great work, send your donation—large or small—
to

The Clemson Foundation

MAXE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE EDUCATION FUND AND MAIL
TO J. H. WOODARD, SECRETARY.

Greetings to the Class of/49
and Returning Students

That night the various churches
on the campus invited both new
and old students to attend getacquainted meetings and socials at
their respective churches.
Thursday the freshmen were
taken by companies—A. B. C. E.
F. G. Headquarters and Band,
through the mess Hall by Capt.
Harcombe and then they were
given a short explanation of the
library and its uses by Miss Graham. At 12 o'clockthe y were addressed by Col. Cunningham, P.
M. S. & T. of the College, in the
College Chapel.
Friday morning all students began meeting their regular classes. I,

We invite you to drop in and look around
Soda Fountain
Lending Library
College Jewelry
College Stationery Pennants Books Novelties

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO
P. S. McCULLUM, Owner
THE OFFICAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE

